
Arctic Mill



Like the sun reflecting off a fresh blanket 
of pillowy snow, Arctic Mill shines with 
a bright lustrous white coupe design 
and organic textures. Arctic Mill sets the 
undisputable new standard for dazzling 
white melamine, giving chefs a 21st 
century palette to showcase their menu. 

Reasons to Love:

• Bright, lustrous white and coupe designs offer chefs a  
21st century palette for food plating  

• Heavyweight construction blends the benefits of the heft of 
porcelain with the cost-saving durability of melamine 

• Fully stocked and ready for immediate shipping and sampling

Everything You Need for Tabletop Guest ServiceArctic Mill

Arctic Mill is a brand-new, comprehensive 
18-piece collection which includes all 
the necessary dinnerware you need for 
tabletop guest service. You can serve 

Arctic Mill’s lustrous bright white 
plating surface makes it the perfect 
option to replace fragile porcelain, 
which melamine outlasts 3:1. Enjoy the 
savings while you dazzle your guests!

everything from salads, soups, sides and 
appetizers to entrées, sauces and dessert 
on a dazzling white 21st century palette. 



B-43-AM-W
Round Bowl
28 oz. 10.75” dia. 1” deep
1 dz.

B-792-AM-W
Cascading Bowl
24 oz. 9.2” dia. 
2.75” deep (front) 4.75” (back)
1 dz. 

B-42-AM-W
Round Bowl
1.3 qt. 10” dia. 1.75” deep
1 dz.

B-3-AM-W
Round Ramekin
3 oz. 3.25” dia. 1.6” deep
1 dz.

B-18-AM-W
Round Bowl
16 oz. 7” dia. 1.75” deep
1 dz.

B-5-AM-W
Round Monkey Dish
5 oz. 4.25” dia. 1.5” deep
6 dz.

B-22-AM-W
Round Bowl
22 oz. 6.25” dia. 2.75” deep
1 dz.

B-8-AM-W
Round Bowl
8 oz. 5” dia. 2” deep
2 dz.

SCS-6-AM-W
Square Plate
6” 
2 dz.

SB-48-AM-W
Square Bowl
1.5 qt. 10.25” length 1.75” deep
1 dz.

CS-117-AM-W
Rectangular Platter
12” x 7.5” 
1 dz.

SB-14-AM-W
Square Bowl
14 oz. 6” length 1.5” deep
2 dz.

SCS-9-AM-W
Square Plate
9.5” 
1 dz.

SB-5-AM-W
Square Monkey Dish
5 oz. 4.25” length 1” deep
4 dz.

CS-10-AM-W
Round Plate
10.5” dia.
1 dz.

CS-7-AM-W
Round Plate
7” dia.
1 dz.

CS-5-AM-W
Round Plate
5.5” dia.
4 dz.

CS-9-AM-W
Round Plate
9” dia.
1 dz.

Arctic Mill



Who Should Serve on  
Arctic Mill?

Nearly any food service operation can benefit 
from Arctic Mill’s gorgeous coupe style, organic 
texture and the cost savings from using long-
lasting melamine: 

• Casual and fast casual restaurants
• Hotel dining
• Patio, outdoor and rooftop dining
• Catering, banquet and buffet service
• Employee dining
• College and university dining
• Business and industry dining

G.E.T. Enterprises
7401 Security Way, Suite 200
Jersey Village, Texas 77040

Telephone:  (800) 727-4500
Email:  info@get-melamine.com
Web:  www.get-melamine.com

Request a Sample: https://resources.get-melamine.com/get-sample-request

Who Should NOT Serve on 
Arctic Mill? 

Melamine is an excellent material for most 
operations but porcelain performs better in a 
few areas. If your operation commonly uses the 
following techniques for cooking and serving, 
porcelain, or a mix of porcelain and melamine 
are better choices:

• Plated entrées requiring a steak knife
• Plated entrées requiring oven or 

salamander finishing
• As always, melamine should not be 

microwaved


